VIA EMAIL
(LM 2014-102)
December 31, 2014
The Honorable W. Neil Eggleston
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20502
Dear Mr. Eggleston:
In accordance with the requirements of the Presidential Records Act (PRA), as amended, 44
U.S.C. §§2201-2209, this letter constitutes a formal notice from the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) to the incumbent President of our intent to open George H.W.
Bush Presidential records in response to the systematic processing projects listed in Attachment
A.
This material, consisting of 32,464 pages, has been reviewed for all applicable FOIA
exemptions, resulting in a total of 18,365 pages restricted. NARA is proposing to open the
remaining 14,099 pages. A copy of any records proposed for release under this notice will be
provided to you upon your request.
We are also concurrently informing former President Bush’s representative, James W. Cicconi,
of our intent to release these records. Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a), NARA will release the
records 60 working days from the date of this letter, which is March 31, 2015, unless the former
or incumbent President requests a one-time extension of an additional 30 working days or asserts
a constitutionally based privilege, in accordance with 44 U.S.C. 2208(b)-(d). Please let us know
if you are able to complete your review before the expiration of the 60 working day period.
Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a)(1)(B), we will make this notice available to the public on the
NARA website.
If you have any questions relating to this request, please contact me at (202) 357-5144 or NARA
General Counsel Gary M. Stern at (301) 837-3026.
Sincerely,

B. JOHN LASTER
DIRECTOR
Presidential Materials Division
Enclosure

ATTACHMENT A
Case Number

Topic

2012-3138-S

NSC—Barry Lowenkron files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

5,200

3,748

1,452

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of National Security Council staff
member Barry Lowenkron’s files. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are forms,
memoranda, press materials, and cables. These materials consist of transmittal forms routing other
materials; routine memoranda and press materials (releases, Q & As) related to Bush Administration
officials’ foreign travel, U.S-Canada trade, Reagan-Bush transition, U.S.-German relations, U.S.Soviet relations, and routine topics related to Italy, Greece, and Greenland; and unclassified cables
relating to travel.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0832-S

Burns/Hewett files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

17,200

8,784

8,416

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files and subject
files maintained by Nicholas Burns and by Nicholas Burns/Ed Hewett relating to the former Soviet
Union. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are correspondence, press releases,
printed material, remarks, and reports. These materials consist of internal correspondence that route
other documents and discuss administrative issues such as meeting and travel arrangements. There is
also external correspondence with other federal agencies and with the legislative branch discussing
issues such as diplomatic relations and trade with former Soviet republics, humanitarian aid,
agriculture in Russia, Soviet military forces in the Baltics, and human rights, as well as letters to
President Bush from private citizens addressing humanitarian aid, U.S. policy, and trade and
investment with the former Soviet Union. In addition, there are press releases containing fact sheets
and statements regarding various topics, including humanitarian aid, the establishment of diplomatic
relations with former Soviet Republics, the creation of a US-Russian POW/MIA Commission,
agricultural assistance, and trade relations; and printed material consisting of clippings on issues
related to the former Soviet Union. Finally, there are remarks by President Bush, Secretary James
Baker, and other officials on topics such as humanitarian assistance to and U.S. relations with the
former Soviet Republics; and unclassified reports written by various government agencies, private
organizations, and private citizens discussing various aspects of U.S. relations with the former Soviet
Republics.
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Case Number

Topic

2014-0869-S

Randy Beers meeting files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

1,800

1,543

257

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of files maintained by Randy
Beers relating to meetings involving the National Security Council in 1989. The Bush Presidential
records proposed for opening are cover sheets, correspondence, forms, press releases, remarks, a
report, and tabs/dividers. These materials consist of cover sheets and internal correspondence that
route other documents; correspondence relating to proposed congressional bills, such as the National
Defense Authorization Act; administrative forms requesting conference room reservations for
meetings; press releases containing press Q&As on a drug summit and an executive order on the
President’s Commission on Aviation Security and Terrorism; remarks consisting of a speech by
President Bush at an International Drug Enforcement Conference in Miami; an unclassified report
from a group of senators relating to the war on drugs; and a large number of blank tabs/dividers that
separate other materials.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0873-S

Jeremy Curtin files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

322

56

266

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Jeremy Curtin of the National Security Council’s International Programs and Technology Affairs
Directorate. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are cover sheets, correspondence,
press releases, reports, and talking points. These materials consist of cover sheets and internal
correspondence that route other documents; internal correspondence that relates to administration
issues, such as meeting arrangements, appointment requests, and requests for presidential statements
for USIA exhibits; a press release of a statement by President Bush on human rights in Cuba, and a
press release of the unclassified 1988 annual report of the National Endowment for Democracy as
submitted to Congress; and talking points for a meeting with the Board for International
Broadcasting.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0874-S

Joan Vail files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

74

63

11

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Joan Vail of the National Security Council’s International Programs Directorate. The Bush
Presidential records proposed for opening are lists related to the Nixon, Carter, and Reagan
administrations. One list compares National Security events for the first year of the administrations
and the other records NSC supported events during each administration.
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Case Number

Topic

2014-0875-S

Donald Tice files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

1

0

1

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Donald Tice of the National Security Council’s International Programs Directorate. The Bush
Presidential record proposed for opening is a memorandum to Brent Scowcroft from Donald Tice
providing notification of Tice’s retirement from the Foreign Service.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0877-S

David Gompert files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

787

680

107

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by
David Gompert, Senior Director for European and Soviet Affairs for the National Security Council.
The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are correspondence, memoranda of conversation
(memcons), a press release, reports, and schedules. These materials consist of correspondence that
route other documents; previously declassified memcons that document President Bush’s meetings
with EC President Lubbers and Turkish President Ozal; a press release of a U.S. statement on the
Franco-German Corps; unclassified reports that consist of a memorandum of understanding with
Canada, and a paper regarding U.S. views on GATT; and schedules for U.S.-EC meetings on the
Uruguay Round.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0885-S

Donald Mahley files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

815

551

264

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Donald Mahley, Director of Defense Policy and Arms Control on the National Security Council.
The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are cover sheets, correspondence, press releases,
printed material, remarks, a report, and talking points. These materials consist of cover sheets and
correspondence that route other documents; internal correspondence relating to administrative issues,
such as requests for clearance or comments on proposed bills and reports, travel requests, invitations
to attend conferences, and requests for meeting, as well as external correspondence from private
citizens addressing chemical weapons-control issues; and press releases including a fact sheet on
President Bush’s chemical weapons initiative and proposed press guidance on chemical weapons
issues. In addition, there are printed materials consisting of newspaper clippings on chemical
weapons control remarks from President Bush at Fort Myers and at the groundbreaking ceremony for
a chemical weapons destruction facility in Utah; a report of a Cornell University Study on European
Security and CFE negotiations; and unclassified talking points from the Department of Defense for
use during meetings with members of Congress.
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Case Number

Topic

2014-0889-S

William Primosch files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

2,600

590

2,010

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of files maintained by William
Primosch relating to international economic affairs. The Bush Presidential records proposed for
opening are correspondence, lists, press releases, printed material, remarks, and testimonies. These
materials consist of internal correspondence that route other documents, as well as requesting
comments on proposed legislation related to trade and international economics; meeting participant
lists and tables of contents listings; press releases consisting of fact sheets on NAFTA and Export
Enhancement programs; printed material containing newspaper clippings on issues such as global
economics and trade policy; and President Bush’s remarks addressing trade, the global economy, and
NAFTA. Also included are unclassified testimonies before congressional committees by officials
from various government departments and agencies, such as State, Commerce, Labor,
Transportation, Agriculture, the USTR, and the EPA discussing trade, exports, European economic
integration, and NAFTA.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0892-S

Helen Walsh files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

250

183

67

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by
Helen Walsh of the National Security Council. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening
are cover sheets, correspondence, press releases, and printed material. These materials consist of
cover sheets and correspondence that route other documents; correspondence consisting of meeting
invitations, unclassified cables related to international monetary and banking issues, and a letter from
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) regarding safe business opportunities in the former
Soviet Union; press releases including a statement on a Japanese stimulus package and a G-7
statement on the Paris Club’s rescheduling of Russia’s debt; and printed material containing
clippings on World Bank loans and Russian privatization vouchers.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0893-S

Peter Rodman files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

2,250

1,094

1,156

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by
Peter Rodman, Special Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and National Security
Council Counselor. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are cover sheets,
correspondence, printed material, remarks, reports, and talking points. These materials consist of
cover sheets and internal correspondence that route other documents; internal correspondence
relating to administrative issues, including travel and meeting arrangements; and printed material
consisting of news clippings on international issues such as the Sandinista-Contra cease-fire talks, the
PLO, the
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Mideast Peace Talks, Soviet-Israeli ties and human rights. Also included are President Bush’s
remarks addressing Central America, the UN, and separation of powers in the federal government, as
well as several Brent Scowcroft speeches on foreign relations, testimony to Congress regarding
military education, and a speech by King Hussein on foreign relations; reports that include a
proposed executive order on the Enterprise for the America Initiative and a paper from the National
Defense University Transition Planning Committee; and unclassified talking points for President
Bush to use in addressing Congress and the media discussing issues such as Central America and
Soviet policy.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0898-S

Jim Woolsey files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

1,165

1,073

92

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by Jim
Woolsey of the National Security Council. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are
cover sheets, correspondence, printed material, reports, and statements. These materials consist of
cover sheets and correspondence that route other documents; additional correspondence consisting of
a letter to Brent Scowcroft regarding a proposed USIA action program for Eastern Europe and a note
from a representative of AT&T regarding security of technology systems; printed material including
news clippings on nuclear testing talks with the Soviets; reports containing a paper outlining the
organization of the National Security Council and the published 1987 National Security Strategy of
the United States; and statements consisting of a 1989 presidential statement on the anniversary of
the construction of the Berlin Wall and a public statement on the “No Exceptions” policy.
###
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VIA EMAIL
(LM 2014-102)
December 31, 2014
James W. Cicconi
Suite 1000
1120 20th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
Dear Mr. Cicconi:
In accordance with the requirements of the Presidential Records Act (PRA), as amended, 44
U.S.C. §§2201-2209, this letter constitutes a formal notice from the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) to you, as former President Bush’s representative, of our intent
to open Bush Presidential records in response to the systematic processing projects listed in
Attachment A.
This material, consisting of 32,464 pages, has been reviewed for all applicable FOIA
exemptions, resulting in a total of 18,365 pages restricted. NARA is proposing to open the
remaining 14,099 pages. A copy of any records proposed for release under this notice will be
provided to you upon your request.
We are also concurrently informing the incumbent President of our intent to release these Bush
Presidential records. Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a), NARA will release the records 60 working
days from the date of this letter, which is March 31, 2015, unless the former or incumbent
President requests a one-time extension of an additional 30 working days or asserts a
constitutionally based privilege, in accordance with 44 U.S.C. 2208(b)-(d). Please let us know if
you are able to complete your review before the expiration of the 60 working day period.
Pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 2208(a)(1)(B), we will make this notice available to the public on the
NARA website.

If you have any questions relating to this request, please contact me at (202) 357-5144 or NARA
General Counsel Gary M. Stern at (301) 837-3026.
Sincerely,

B. JOHN LASTER
DIRECTOR
Presidential Materials Division
Enclosures

ATTACHMENT A
Case Number

Topic

2012-3138-S

NSC—Barry Lowenkron files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

5,200

3,748

1,452

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of National Security Council staff
member Barry Lowenkron’s files. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are forms,
memoranda, press materials, and cables. These materials consist of transmittal forms routing other
materials; routine memoranda and press materials (releases, Q & As) related to Bush Administration
officials’ foreign travel, U.S-Canada trade, Reagan-Bush transition, U.S.-German relations, U.S.Soviet relations, and routine topics related to Italy, Greece, and Greenland; and unclassified cables
relating to travel.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0832-S

Burns/Hewett files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

17,200

8,784

8,416

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files and subject
files maintained by Nicholas Burns and by Nicholas Burns/Ed Hewett relating to the former Soviet
Union. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are correspondence, press releases,
printed material, remarks, and reports. These materials consist of internal correspondence that route
other documents and discuss administrative issues such as meeting and travel arrangements. There is
also external correspondence with other federal agencies and with the legislative branch discussing
issues such as diplomatic relations and trade with former Soviet republics, humanitarian aid,
agriculture in Russia, Soviet military forces in the Baltics, and human rights, as well as letters to
President Bush from private citizens addressing humanitarian aid, U.S. policy, and trade and
investment with the former Soviet Union. In addition, there are press releases containing fact sheets
and statements regarding various topics, including humanitarian aid, the establishment of diplomatic
relations with former Soviet Republics, the creation of a US-Russian POW/MIA Commission,
agricultural assistance, and trade relations; and printed material consisting of clippings on issues
related to the former Soviet Union. Finally, there are remarks by President Bush, Secretary James
Baker, and other officials on topics such as humanitarian assistance to and U.S. relations with the
former Soviet Republics; and unclassified reports written by various government agencies, private
organizations, and private citizens discussing various aspects of U.S. relations with the former Soviet
Republics.
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Case Number

Topic

2014-0869-S

Randy Beers meeting files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

1,800

1,543

257

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of files maintained by Randy
Beers relating to meetings involving the National Security Council in 1989. The Bush Presidential
records proposed for opening are cover sheets, correspondence, forms, press releases, remarks, a
report, and tabs/dividers. These materials consist of cover sheets and internal correspondence that
route other documents; correspondence relating to proposed congressional bills, such as the National
Defense Authorization Act; administrative forms requesting conference room reservations for
meetings; press releases containing press Q&As on a drug summit and an executive order on the
President’s Commission on Aviation Security and Terrorism; remarks consisting of a speech by
President Bush at an International Drug Enforcement Conference in Miami; an unclassified report
from a group of senators relating to the war on drugs; and a large number of blank tabs/dividers that
separate other materials.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0873-S

Jeremy Curtin files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

322

56

266

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Jeremy Curtin of the National Security Council’s International Programs and Technology Affairs
Directorate. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are cover sheets, correspondence,
press releases, reports, and talking points. These materials consist of cover sheets and internal
correspondence that route other documents; internal correspondence that relates to administration
issues, such as meeting arrangements, appointment requests, and requests for presidential statements
for USIA exhibits; a press release of a statement by President Bush on human rights in Cuba, and a
press release of the unclassified 1988 annual report of the National Endowment for Democracy as
submitted to Congress; and talking points for a meeting with the Board for International
Broadcasting.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0874-S

Joan Vail files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

74

63

11

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Joan Vail of the National Security Council’s International Programs Directorate. The Bush
Presidential records proposed for opening are lists related to the Nixon, Carter, and Reagan
administrations. One list compares National Security events for the first year of the administrations
and the other records NSC supported events during each administration.
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Case Number

Topic

2014-0875-S

Donald Tice files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

1

0

1

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Donald Tice of the National Security Council’s International Programs Directorate. The Bush
Presidential record proposed for opening is a memorandum to Brent Scowcroft from Donald Tice
providing notification of Tice’s retirement from the Foreign Service.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0877-S

David Gompert files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

787

680

107

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by
David Gompert, Senior Director for European and Soviet Affairs for the National Security Council.
The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are correspondence, memoranda of conversation
(memcons), a press release, reports, and schedules. These materials consist of correspondence that
route other documents; previously declassified memcons that document President Bush’s meetings
with EC President Lubbers and Turkish President Ozal; a press release of a U.S. statement on the
Franco-German Corps; unclassified reports that consist of a memorandum of understanding with
Canada, and a paper regarding U.S. views on GATT; and schedules for U.S.-EC meetings on the
Uruguay Round.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0885-S

Donald Mahley files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

815

551

264

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of chronological files maintained
by Donald Mahley, Director of Defense Policy and Arms Control on the National Security Council.
The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are cover sheets, correspondence, press releases,
printed material, remarks, a report, and talking points. These materials consist of cover sheets and
correspondence that route other documents; internal correspondence relating to administrative issues,
such as requests for clearance or comments on proposed bills and reports, travel requests, invitations
to attend conferences, and requests for meeting, as well as external correspondence from private
citizens addressing chemical weapons-control issues; and press releases including a fact sheet on
President Bush’s chemical weapons initiative and proposed press guidance on chemical weapons
issues. In addition, there are printed materials consisting of newspaper clippings on chemical
weapons control remarks from President Bush at Fort Myers and at the groundbreaking ceremony for
a chemical weapons destruction facility in Utah; a report of a Cornell University Study on European
Security and CFE negotiations; and unclassified talking points from the Department of Defense for
use during meetings with members of Congress.
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Case Number

Topic

2014-0889-S

William Primosch files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

2,600

590

2,010

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of files maintained by William
Primosch relating to international economic affairs. The Bush Presidential records proposed for
opening are correspondence, lists, press releases, printed material, remarks, and testimonies. These
materials consist of internal correspondence that route other documents, as well as requesting
comments on proposed legislation related to trade and international economics; meeting participant
lists and tables of contents listings; press releases consisting of fact sheets on NAFTA and Export
Enhancement programs; printed material containing newspaper clippings on issues such as global
economics and trade policy; and President Bush’s remarks addressing trade, the global economy, and
NAFTA. Also included are unclassified testimonies before congressional committees by officials
from various government departments and agencies, such as State, Commerce, Labor,
Transportation, Agriculture, the USTR, and the EPA discussing trade, exports, European economic
integration, and NAFTA.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0892-S

Helen Walsh files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

250

183

67

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by
Helen Walsh of the National Security Council. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening
are cover sheets, correspondence, press releases, and printed material. These materials consist of
cover sheets and correspondence that route other documents; correspondence consisting of meeting
invitations, unclassified cables related to international monetary and banking issues, and a letter from
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) regarding safe business opportunities in the former
Soviet Union; press releases including a statement on a Japanese stimulus package and a G-7
statement on the Paris Club’s rescheduling of Russia’s debt; and printed material containing
clippings on World Bank loans and Russian privatization vouchers.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0893-S

Peter Rodman files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

2,250

1,094

1,156

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by
Peter Rodman, Special Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and National Security
Council Counselor. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are cover sheets,
correspondence, printed material, remarks, reports, and talking points. These materials consist of
cover sheets and internal correspondence that route other documents; internal correspondence
relating to administrative issues, including travel and meeting arrangements; and printed material
consisting of news clippings on international issues such as the Sandinista-Contra cease-fire talks, the
PLO, the
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Mideast Peace Talks, Soviet-Israeli ties and human rights. Also included are President Bush’s
remarks addressing Central America, the UN, and separation of powers in the federal government, as
well as several Brent Scowcroft speeches on foreign relations, testimony to Congress regarding
military education, and a speech by King Hussein on foreign relations; reports that include a
proposed executive order on the Enterprise for the America Initiative and a paper from the National
Defense University Transition Planning Committee; and unclassified talking points for President
Bush to use in addressing Congress and the media discussing issues such as Central America and
Soviet policy.

Case Number

Topic

2014-0898-S

Jim Woolsey files

Pages
Processed

Pages
Restricted

Pages Proposed
for Opening

1,165

1,073

92

The George Bush Library has completed the systematic processing of subject files maintained by Jim
Woolsey of the National Security Council. The Bush Presidential records proposed for opening are
cover sheets, correspondence, printed material, reports, and statements. These materials consist of
cover sheets and correspondence that route other documents; additional correspondence consisting of
a letter to Brent Scowcroft regarding a proposed USIA action program for Eastern Europe and a note
from a representative of AT&T regarding security of technology systems; printed material including
news clippings on nuclear testing talks with the Soviets; reports containing a paper outlining the
organization of the National Security Council and the published 1987 National Security Strategy of
the United States; and statements consisting of a 1989 presidential statement on the anniversary of
the construction of the Berlin Wall and a public statement on the “No Exceptions” policy.
###
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